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Teaching languages:  

Theory: Group 1: English

Practice: Group 101: English

Seminar: Group 101: English

 
Teachers:  Ricard Solé Vicente, Marc Güell Cargol, Jorge Garcia Ojalvo

 
Teaching Period:  First Quarter  

Presentation

Synthetic Biology is an emerging field of research where scientists construct new biological systems and redesign 
existing ones. Our ability to modify genomes has profoundly affected how we perform scientific research or we design 
new medical therapies. Emergent consequences of reinventing biology have already started to reach society. For 
example, engineered human immune T cells (CAR-T) cure cancers with outstanding performance 1, or ‘ex vivo’ gene 
therapy has successfully cured severe genetic diseases such as ‘bubble boys’ 2, or sickle cell disease 3. Also, 
multiple non-medical applications have emerged. Genetically engineered salmons that grow faster4, or ‘CRISPR 
mushrooms’ that rotten less 5 have been developed. Perhaps even one day, synthetic biology may help in reviving 
extinguished species 6.  Biological technology will have a growing influence in our lives.

Associated skills

Design and analysis of experiments in Synthetic biology•

Understanding and usage of genome editing technologies•

Translational and applied genome engineering•

Entrepreneurship and Industrial Synthetic biology•

Ethical implications of research beyond the laboratory•

Learning outcomes

In this class you will learn the basic technologies to build genetically modified organims. We will describe elements of 

https://paperpile.com/c/eODKr1/TXg1
https://paperpile.com/c/eODKr1/QEsi
https://paperpile.com/c/eODKr1/Ad1N
https://paperpile.com/c/eODKr1/M77s
https://paperpile.com/c/eODKr1/5aLL
https://paperpile.com/c/eODKr1/V6N2
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biological circuits as well as how to design and analyze synthetic biological systems. We study in detail applications of 
synthetic biology and the multiple professional outcomes: academic research, entrepreneurship/startup, industry, 
clinical research and practise.

Prerequisites

Basic knowledge of molecular biology and genetics (recommended but not required)•

Contents

Block Activity Instructor topic  

DNA structure, properties and applications 1  

Gene synthesis 2  

CRISPR and other programmable nucleases 3  

Transposons and recombinases 4  

Gene synthesis and genetic engineering Bacteria and yeast genome engineering 5  

Elements of genetic circuits 6  

TOOLS Genetic elements Design tools 7  

 

PROJECT Exploration Marc Güell SEM  

Synthetic homeostasis 8  

Switches 9  

10  

Genetic and metabolic circuits Oscillations 11  

Programmed cell death 12  

Multicellular behaviour Synchronization Jordi Garcia-Ojalvo 13  

Genome synthesis and refactoring 14  

Directed evolution 15  

Plant biotechnology Marc Güell 16  

CIRCUITS Ecological engineering Ricard Solé 17  

& in vivo editing 18  

Medical biotechnology and gene therapy ex vivo editing Marc Güell 19  

  

  

  

 PRA  

Maria Pallarès,  

SYSTEMS

Experimentation in the laboratory

PRA
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Nastassia Knodlseder  

  

 

 

PRA  

 

 

PRA  

Gene drives, Revive and restore discussion  

Microbial factories, bioremediation discussion SEM  

Gene therapy, Microbiome engineering discussion  

PROJECT Plant biotechnology, Animal biotechnology discussion SEM  

Bioethics 20  

Patentability 21  

IMPLICATIONS Entrepreneurship, spin-offs and industry 22  

 

 

PROJECT Development Marc Güell SEM  

Seminar 1 (entrepreneur/industry) TBD SEM  

SEMINARS Seminar 2 (academic research) Javier Macia SEM  

 

Symposium Marc Güell SEM  

 

Teaching Methods

The main aim of the course is to promote curiosity and thinking in Synthetic Biology while presenting the foundations 
of how to modify biological systems. Project based learning will be combined with lectures. Class has two parallel 
itineraries: lectures and project. Lectures will occupy most of the time in the beginning of the class and will shrink 
towards the end, giving more time allocation to projects. At the end of the course, students will present their research 
project in a Symposium.
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Lectures

Combination of magistral classes and suggested video visualization. Lectures will also include a guided laboratory 
experience.

Project

At the beginning of the course, a number of challenges will be presented to the students which range from gene 
therapy, bioproduction, to enhanced bacteria with ‘smart’ capabilities. Groups of students will select one of the 
challenges, and develop a research proposal which will be presented in a final symposium. The project will be divided 
in multiple phases:

 

Exploration (Brainstorming, consultation with experts, exploratory search ...)1. 

Discussion and Development (Targeted information search, in-depth analysis, discussion in class, peer 
review, ...)

2. 

In-class discussion session: Every group will present a progress report towards the end of the 
development phase. The main goal it is to engage discussion and seek feedback on the project from 
other students and instructor. In addition to the in class discussion, presenters will receive written 
peer-review from two other groups.

•

Symposium presentation (Oral or Poster presentation)3. 

Final symposium: The last 2 hours of the class will be used to present in a symposium. The different 
groups will present the final project in a poster.

•

Seminars

Every year 2 selected speakers, one from industry/entrepreneurship and another one from academic research will be 
invited to present their work to the class.

  

Evaluation

Evaluation is composed by a presencial final exam, short online quizzes, and the project.

Final grade=30% final exam+30% online multiple choice quizzes + 40% project grade (35% own project+5% 
contributions to other projects)
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